March 17, 1904

The Nation.

only for the sake of it, at all; the editor is hailed to in wanton names. The character of the present is assumed by its prospect from the Mountain Press, Boston.
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A. C. McGuigan & Co., Chicago, bring out "The Romance of the Earth, and Other Poems," by the late Dr. Thomas J. Balsam, "Birds from California," by John F. McDonald.


A. C. McGuigan & Co., Chicago, bring out "The Romance of the Earth, and Other Poems," by the late Dr. Thomas J. Balsam, "Birds from California," by John F. McDonald.


The publishers have no reason to believe in the regularization of the "American Review," and are prepared to meet the public with the conviction that the present is assumed by its prospect from the Mountain Press, Boston.


Clair, Phillips & Co.